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N introducing the subject of Whistler
as an etcher I cannot do so better
than by citing the opinion of the
man whom I beheve to be the best living
authority on the subject. I mean Joseph
Pennell, the American artist and critic,
who was the stanch friend of Whistler
to the end, and who, in collaboration
with his distinguished wife, is now writing
a biography of the master which must
prove to be the standard for all time to
come, although other biographies are also
in preparation. " There is no man so fit
for the sea as a sailor," and there is no

man so competent to write on the etch
ings of Whistler as is a brother etcher,
who not only knows a fine etching when
he sees it, but goes beyqnd the intelligent outsider by also knowing just why,
from a technical and constructive point
of view, the etching is so signally good.
Mr. Pennell's superlatives in writing of
Whistler's etchings are not the words of
some irresponsible enthusiast, but the
words of a recognized critical authority.
Here, then, is a condensed extract of
what Mr. Pennell has written in a London magazine on the subject of Whis-
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tier's etchings : " Whistler was the greatest etcher and the most accompHshed
lithographer who ever lived. All his
work is alike perfect. It has only been
produced under different cii'cumstances,
and is an attempt to render different
effects or situations. Therefore the
methods vary, but the results are always
the same—great. The greatest, the most
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admit it. But for those of us of the
younger generation it is impossible to
understand the compulsion.
Because
he was so serious, because he was so
honest and strong, they (the critics)
think he must have been a fraud. He
was the most intensely American of
Americans. But though Whistler passed
almost all his life in England and but a
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PART OF A LETTER WRITTEN BY WHISTLER IN 1 8 7 8
In it he offers his famous Carlyle portrait as security for a loan of one hundred and fifty pounds

perfect, as a whole, that any etcher has
ever accomplished." After the death of
Whistler in 1903 Mr. Pennell also wrote
of him, in the North American Review:
" The greatest artist of modern times is
dead. These are strong words, and I
mean them to be. No one since Velasquez and Rembrandt has had such an
effect on the art of the world. H e knew
.he was making great art. H e was so
sure of it that, even during his hfetime,
he compelled an unwilling public to

few years in France, he followed American affairs with the feelings and the
emotions of a patriot. No tribute that
can be bestowed upon him by the United
States will be too great for his glory."
I quote hberally from Mr. • Pennell
because I heartily concur with his opinions on this subject. Artists are supposed to be, in general, jealous of one
another; biit the intimate intercourse
of Mr. and Mrs. Pennell with Whistler
shows us a beautiful example of absolute
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loyalty to a great man, just because they
knew so well how great an artist he was ;
and although very few people could
avoid quarreling with him. With the
Pennells " the King could do no wrong,"
and I remember that when Whistler (as
was his habit) arrived an hour or so
late for dinner at their house in London,
not a word of reproach from hostess or
host was ever expressed or impUed ;
although we cannot blame the French
servant, Augustine, when, on admitting
the honored guest upon such an occasion, she would shake her finger at him
and say, " Ak, Monsieur Veestlaire, vous
avez gatk mon diner, vous savez /" A
dozen of such dinners might have been
spoiled without a word or a look of
reproach from one or other of the two
accomphshed art critics who had invited
their hero to dine.
I must relate a quaint incident to illustrate this immense admiration of one
artist for the work of another.
Having shaken hands with Mr. Pennell on arriving at his house, I said to
him : " You have a hand like Whistler's,
very delicate and frail, but your hand is
bigger than his because you are a much
bigger man." To this Mr. Pennell, willfully misunderstanding me, exclaimed:
' A bigger man than Whistler—oh, I
wish to heaven I were !"
The mere list of books or of detached
articles on Whistler is already a long
one, and more are forthcoming. Even
writers who scorned his work during the
years when he was producing it have
now rushed in to proclaim that he was a
great master. This state of things had
already begun before his death, and
Whistler, who was always an aggressive
andvahant fighter, used to say to critics
of this sort: " If you now find my works
to be masterpieces, why were not these,
same things masterpieces long years ago
when you neglected them totally or when
you ridiculed them ?"
The serious student of the best original etchings is often confronted with a
dangerous obstacle in the form of the
deceiving counterfeits which have been
fabricated on the masterworks of the
art. Rembrandt's etchings were shamefully and shamelessly copied by dishonest anonymous etchers even during
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his own lifetime and by later forgers for
two centuries, and within the last fifty
years some deceiving counterfeits have
been made of the etchings of such masters as Meryon, Millet, and Seymour
Haden. But no man has ever successfully counterfeited an etching by Whistler—for the good reason that no man
could. The master's exquisitely delicate
and intensely personal style and touch
stand hopelessly above and beyond the
reach of the counterfeiter. If such a
falsification were attempted, by the etching process, the result would surely
remind us of Dickens's description of
the wig of Mrs. Sairey Gamp, which was
so visibly an imitation of natural human
hair " that it could hardly be called
false." Yet even with this protection to
collectors, based on Whistler's unattainable superiority of style and technique,
there is still some danger that passably
good imitations of the etchings might
be made by some mechanical process
founded on photography, although such
imitations would be speedily detected by
any expert.
James McNeill Whistler was born on
the 10th of July, 1834, in Worthen Street,
Lowell, Massachusetts, and he died at
Chelsea, London, on the I7th of July,
1903. He really was baptized with the
name of James Abbot, but he repudiated
the latter name and substituted for it the
maiden name of his mother. His father.
Major George W. Whistler, was an eminent engineer in the United States army,
and it was he who was the real designer
and constructor of the first Russian
railway, which runs from St. Petersburg
to Moscow, although (as so often happens) he was by no means the chief
beneficiary from his own work. Major
Whistler, having lost his first wife—who
left him one daughter, now Lady Seymour
Haden—married Miss McNeill, a Southern lady, who was the mother of our
artist. At the age of ten young Whistler
was hving in St. Petersburg with his
father and mother, and I must quote an
extract from his mother's diary of that
time, which shows us how true it is that
" the child's the father of the man." She
writes: "While visiting the- Czar's
palace we were allowed, as a special
favor, to see some pictures of feathered
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fowl which were made by Peter the
Great. I thought they were beautiful—
hut our Jimmie had the impudence to laugh
at them.'''' Poor fellow ! he continued to
laugh at the productions of other artists
all his life long. Later we find Whistler
a cadet at West Point. That was about
fifty years ago, yet his name is still a
potent memory there. His engaging
personality and bright wit made him a
favorite among his comrades, but he was
so refractory and so little amenable to
discipline that the authorities had to
dismiss him. Long years afterward he
gave his own whimsical version of this
dismissal: " I would have been a United
States officer to-day except for a difference of opinion between the authorities
and myself; they maintained that silicon
was a mineral, while I insisted that it
was a gas."
While on the tempting subject of
Whistler's witticisms, I must relate one
of his latest and least known: During
his last visit to Paris he was making a
call on a lady of exalted rank, and she
said to him, " Y o u are well acquainted
with King Edward of England." "Well,
no," said Whistler, " n o t personally."
" Why," said the lady, " his Majesty was
speaking to me in London recently, and
he said he knew you well." " Oh," said
Whistler, " t h a t was only his brag"
Whistler's very first etching was, characteristically enough, the cause of storms
and tempests ; and then began his lifelonghabit, which recalls to us the prophecy
concerning Ishmael of old, " His hand
shall be against every man, and every
man's hand against him." After his
dismissal from West Point he found
employment in the Bureau of Engraving at Washington, where the director
instructed him to etch a plate for the
United States Coast Survey. He had
no chance to make a work of art of this
first plate, for it was a slavishly accurate
picture of one part of the coast line and
was destined for the guidance of mariners. T h e young Whistler etched this
uncongenial subject very accurately,
although in a perfunctory and " t i g h t "
manner, but he " let himself g o " by
decorating the sky of Uncle Sam's formal
plate with a series of fantastic little
heads which were spun from his own
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imagination. The bureaucratic authorities were shocked, the plate was confiscated, and the too imaginative young
etcher was cashiered.
At about the age of twenty Whistler
drifted to Paris, and it was there that the
budding master first "found himself."
Paris, indeed, has for long years been the
mother and the nurse of artists. Among
the French, art in any form is a very
serious rnatter indeed ; while, in comparison, both in England and America
art is generally looked on as a trifling,
non-essential, outside matter, and one
that any educated person may notice
or not, as he thinks fit. In this it may
be compared to the religion of some of
us—a sentimental, idealistic emotion,
and one that we may take on if we are
in the humor, or lay off if our humor
drifts the other way.
The incurable refractory bent which
so often caused trouble to Whistler as a
man was altogether favorable to his
development as an artist. It was simply impossible for his independent nature
to shut his eyes and tamely swallow
rules and methods which were not of
his own making. It was this intransigeant spirit, combined with his own
inherent genius, that made him the
thoroughly original master that he was.
H e was a master in a double sense—
first, through his great pictures, and,
secondly, through the dominating influence which these pictures exercised on
so many other artists throughout the
civilized world. Many of these men
would fiercely deny that they were imitating Whistler ; but they were, whether
they kne.w it or not. Thus, when a
recent exhibition of new etchings was
held in London, the Saturday Review,
in noticing it, said that these etchings
were "mainly penny-Whistlers," and, just
because they were more or less gross
imitations of the style and method of
the master, they .were of no more value '
artistically than a child's penny whistle.
It was in Paris, at the age of twentyfive and in the year 1859, that Whistler published his first series of etchings—the " French Set," as it is now
called. There were thirteen in the set,
and the price for it was fifty francs—
or ten dollars. Happy were the few
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WEARY. A DRY-POINT, DATED 1 8 6 3
" Of all the portraits, however, that entitled " Weary," a beautiful study of a girl lying baclc in a chair, every line expressing fatigue, -nd the portrait of Florence Le land, with its perfect grace of line and pose, are perhaps the most completely
satisfying."-The Art of J. McNeill Whistler, by T. R. Way.
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enlightened Frenchmen who invested
fifty francs in the modest little portfolio
of the young and unknown etcher. If
they or " their heirs, administrators, and
assigns " still possess them, they may
have the satisfaction of knowing that
they could sell them at nearly a hundred
times the price which they originally
cost. The " French Set " included some
veritable masterpieces—such as the
" Kitchen," the " Mustard Woman," the
" Vieille aux Loques," and the " Street in
Saverne," which last-named print must
be about the first of Whistler's magnificent series of night scenes, or nocturnes
as he called them. At about the same
period he produced the " Rag Shop " and
the two charming portraits of French
children, " Bibi Lalouette " and " Bibi
Valentin."
From Paris Whistler went to London
and made his home with Sir Seymour
Haden, who was then an eminent surgeon, but who afterward attained to much
wider fame as an etcher of landscapes. It
was while he was living there with his halfsister and—shall we say, his /%«^-brotherin-law, that Whistler etched most of the
magnificent plates which are known as
the " T h a m e s Set." It consisted of sixteen etchings, and although he did very
beautiful things in later years, my own
conviction is that the Thames Set includes several of his supreme achievements. This opinion is fortified by that
of Mr. Pennell. In writing of one of
them, the " Black Lion Wharf," he calls
it " one of the greatest engraved plates
that has been produced in modern
times," and he adds, " I would even say
that it is-the greatest etching of modern
times were it not for the fact that it is
but one of a set." Mr. Pennell goes on
to commend other prints of the series,
such as the " Forge " and the " Limeburner," and he adds, "This series alone
is enough to win immortality for any
man."
Mere verbal description of a picture
cannot be otherwise than unsatisfying,
but, fortunately for Americans in general
and for New Yorkers in particular, probably the very best collection of Whistler's
etchings which exists is on free exhibit
tion to every one in New York. I t can
be visited at the Lenox Library, where

the very competent curator, Mr. Frank
Weitenkampf, will show to visitors the
magnificent collection which was formed
by the late Samuel P. Avery and donated
by him to the Public Library.
No
amount of money could duplicate it today ; this could be done only in one
way, and that is the way by which
Napoleon Bonaparte enriched the gallery
of the Louvre. H e first conquered
nearly all of the nations of Europe (England excepted), and he then carried off
their finest art treasures to Paris. But
this high-handed operation can never be
repeated, and Mr. Avery was a man of
peace; he made his living by buying
and selling paintings, but whenever he
bought a picture for himself it was pretty
sure to be a simple etching in black and
white and not a painting in oil colors.
H e already knew Whistler when the
latter was a merry, harum-scarum young
fellow in Paris, who took little care of
the masterpieces he was producing. In
those early and happy-go-lucky years
Whistler would etch some great plate,
and, not having the money to pay for
the printing of a sufficient edition of
proofs from it, he would pay for perhaps
half a dozen. Then the etched copper
would drift into the mysterious limbo
whither all lost things disappear and
whence they never return, or else—as
plates of copper cost money—Whistler
would have the surface of the plate
planed off and use the old copper for a
new etching. It was in these early
years that Mr. Avery got possession of
such rarities as the dry-point portraits
of Riault the wood-engraver, and of
" Joe," the latter a beautiful portrait of
a young girl. These two prints are
now absolutely unprocurable, as is many
another of which the noble-hearted
Samuel P. Avery has made a free gift
for the use of his fellow-citizens in New
York and for the whole" Nation.
When, in 1886, the distinguished
London art critic and enthusiastic collector, Mr. Frederick Wedmore, undertook the making of a descriptive catalogue of Whistler's etchings, his first
move was to call on the master himself.
Whistler approved of the project, but
said, in effect: " I can show you very
htile, but if you really wish to make
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THE DOORWAY, VEXICE
'' Much richer in effect and with more elaboration of detail than is usual in this series is ' The D oorway.' A beautiful view of
what has once been a palace. . . . The fine architecture of the exterior, with the rich drapery of the windows, is very beautifully
ind'cat^d, and the water in the foreground is wonderfully transparent."—The Art of J. McNeill Whistler, by T. R. Way
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such a book you must first of all cross
the Atlantic Ocean, go to New York,
seek out Mr. Avery, and he can let you
examine the material for your catalogue."
All of this was done, and in the introduction to his book Mr. Wedmore (who
was working in London and writing for
Englishmen) quaintly writes—without
mentioning America or New York at
all-i-" Mr. Avery, when Mr. Keppel took
me to see him in East Thirty-eighth
Street, put at my disposal everything he
knew."
After twenty years of usefur service
Mr. Wedmore's book is likely to be partly
superseded by the exhaustive catalogue
which is now in preparation by some
enthusiastic gentlemen of New York.
They are leaving no stone unturned in
the course of their researches, and the
result must be a book of great value.
Most of the plates of the Thames Set
were etched in the year 1859, but—" O
fools and blind !"—no publisher would
touch them until twelve years later, in
the year 1871. All this is only a modern
repetition of the action of the ancient
people, who first persecuted and stoned
their prophets and afterwards built sepulchers in their honor.
The copper plates of the sixteen
I'hames etchings were destroyed years
ago, so that no more proofs from them
can ever be printed; but how these
beautiful things could have remained
neglected for twelve years is still an
unaccountable thing.
Besides the two sets of etchings already
mentioned other sets were to follow, but
in addition to these Whistler continued
to produce detached etchings of high
artistic value. About the year 1870 his
method underwent a radical change. H e
temporarily discarded etching proper—
where the lines of the plate are corroded
or " b i t t e n " with an acid—and took up
dry-point, a process in which the copper
plate is worked upon direct and without
any "biting." Whistler's dry-points are
characterized by extreme delicacy and
refinement. Of necessity they are very
rare, because a plate thus prepared wears
out very quickly in the printing. In the
case of some very delicately cut dry-points
not more than half a dozen fine proofs
can be obtained. Whistler was equally

OUTLOOK
master of the dry-point method whether
he was making portraits such as those
of the Leyland family or depicting some
fascinating and elusive view of the
Thames at London, the river that he
loved so faithfully.
One of his Thames views deserves
special mention because it was, in style,
the precursor of the two magnificent
"Venice Sets " which were to follow. I
mean the " Adam and Eve Tavern, Old
Chelsea." I t was etched, not dry-pointed,
and. was wrought in a manner then new
to him, but which he afterward continued
to practice to the end of his life. In
the " Adam and Eve " the innovation is
the short and broken character of the
lines. In it, as well as in the succeeding
Venice etchings, the result is an effect
of the most charming vivacity and freshness. Whistler hated dullness in every
form. The man, the artist, the writer,
was never dull. Whistler couldn't be !
After the Venice etchings came views in
Holland and in France, as well as a
series of little plates depicting war-ships
on the occasion of Queen Victoria's
jubilee. These latest plates of his are still
almost unknown to the public. For many
years before his death he printed his own
proofs because no outside printer could
satisfy him, and after he died his heiress
and her advisers decided that never again
should a proof from any plate of-his be
printed by another hand. I think that
this was a most pious and wise decision,
made to do honor to the memorj' of the
fastidious and exquisite artist.
It is a comfort to know that the greater
part of Whistler's works are owned in
America, and in America we have the
most serious and most accomplished
students of the master. I must here
relate an extraordinary illustration of
t h i s : Mr. Charles L. Freer, of Detroit,
whose precious collection of Whistler's
works will be given to the Nation, was
examining, at his home, some unfinished
trial proofs of Whistler's lithographs. In
Mr. Freer's company was an accomplished professional artist. Mr. Freer
pointed out to him what he thought to
be a slightly false line in one of the
prints. " Pooh !" said the artist, " Whistler will never trouble himself to correct
a trifle like that." " But I am sure,"
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said Mr. Freer, " that Whistler will never
allow that line to remain as it now is."
When the lithograph was definitely published, the defective line had been corlected by the master, although he had
heard not a word about the matter.
It may be an audacious thing for me
to venture to say, but I think Whistler
made a mistake when, late in life, he
adopted the system of cutting off every
shred of margin from his proofs—except
a little tab which he left in one spot
below and which bore his mystical signature in the form of a sort of butterfly.
This leaves the composition itself unprotected from any little accidental abrasion
of the edges, and the sight of the etching
when the margins are all cut away has
the same unpleasant effect on me as has
the sight of the finger-tips of a person
who has the little vice of biting his nails.
However, Whistler's taste was very apt
to be most refined and correct. His
" Propositions," on the small dimensions
to which an etching should be limited,
are here reprinted from his famous book,
" The Gentle Art of Making Enemies ;"
and I agree with it all except his pronoun :;ement that the four blank margins
of the print should be mercilessly cut
away.
PROPOSITIONS BY MR. WHISTLER

I. That in Art it is criminal to go beyond
the means used in its exercise.
II. That the space to be covered should
always be in proper relation to the means
used for covering it.
'III. That in etching, the means used, or
the instrument employed, being the finest
possible point, the space to be covered should
be small in proportion.
IV. That all attempts to overstep the limits
insisted upon by such proportions are inartistic thoroughly, and tend to reveal the
paucity of the means used, instead of concealing the same, as required by Art in its
refinement.
V. That the huge plate, therefore, is an
offense—its undertaking an unbecoming display of determination , and ignorance—its
accomplishment a triumph of unthinking'
earnestness and uncontrollable energy—endowments of the " duffer."
VI. That the custom of "Remarque"
emanates from the amateur, and reflects his •
foolish facility beyond the border of his picture, thus testifying to his unscientific sense
of its dignity.
VJI. That it is odious.
V I I I . That, indeed, there should be no
margin on the proof to receive such " Remarque."

21 April

IX. That the habit of margin, again, dates
from the outsider, and continues with the
collector in his unreasoning connoisseurship^taking curious pleasure in the quantity
of paper.
X. That, the picture ending where the
frame begins, and in the case of etching the
white mount being inevitably, because of its
color, the frame, the picture thus extends
itself irrelevantly through the margin to the
mount.
XI. That wit of this kind would leave six
inches of raw .canvas between the painting
and its gold frame, to delight the purchaser
with the quality of the cloth.
Of the .illustrations which accompany
this article the earliest in order of chronology is " T h e Forge," a plate done in
France in the year 1861, although it was
included in the Thames Set. Mr. Wedmore calls the Forge " an audacious
dry-point," and Mr. Pennell calls it " a
dry-point, excessively rare." T h e " Old
Hungerford Bridge," though not dated,
was done about the year 1862. It looks
like a very simple little picture, but no
man save Whistler could have depicted
the scene so truly. The "Weary" is dated
1863. For extreme delicacy Whistler himself never surpassed it. This dry-point is
now very scarce. The three Venetian
illustrations, " The Doorway," " San
Biagio," and the " Nocturne Palaces,"
date from about the year 1880. Rajon's
excellent portrait of Whistler represents
him at about the age of fifty. Finally,
the letter written, by Whistler shows us
that even a man of genius may be (the
slang phrase is the most expressive)
hard u^. On that occasion the artist
sought to obtain the loan of a trifling
sum of money, and offered as security
his great painted portrait of Thomas
Carlyle, the picture which is now the
pride of the city of Glasgow.
Knowing, as I do, that The Outlook
is widely read by " all sorts and conditions of men " (except the bad ones!),
the present article will be read by many
people who have not yet acquainted
themselves with the technical methods
of the etcher—what to expect from the
process and what not to expect. To all
such readers I would say that they can
find a detailed description of the etching
process, and of the other processes used
by engravers, in The Outlook for November 24, 1906, where, in an art'cle on Sir
Seymour Haden (pages 762-76331 have
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endeavored to explain these technicalities.
It was greatly his own fault that for
long years Whistler did not win the recognition which was his due. H e loved
to paint, he loved to etch, he loved to
joke, and sometimes to joke very wickedly, but, above all, he loved to quarrel.
This very costly pastime of his wrought
its inevitable consequences ; many wellmeaning and influential people who
would gladly have been his friends were
driven into the ranks of his enemies, and
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even so peaceable a person as the present writer has been forced into more
than one battle i oyal with him. But now
that he has gone to the Silent Land—
whither we must all follow him—these
frailties of his are already fading from
our memories, while " the immortal part
of him "grows greater and brighter; and
it will continue so to grow unless some
still greater artist shall arise to push him
from his pedestal. And even if such an
unlikely thing should ever happen, still
there never can be another Whistler.

riFILIGHT—MT
BY

AND

SON AND
JUNKER

The autumn twilight wraps us round.
And shadows stretch across the room;
Old heart and youthful Hfe are bound
Together in the silent gloom.
Your parted lips I cannot see.
But on my hand your kisses fall
Like soft white flowers of Tuscany
Dropped on some hoary Roman wall.
We speak of deep and peaceful things;
With earth-wide sweep, our thought explores
The deeds of old forgotten kings.
The world of men, its creeds and laws.'
Whenever in the passing day
My spirit's powers have highly dreamed.
Each evening at your feet I lay
Such blossoms as my thought has gleaned.
You listen, and I scarcely care
Whether you grasp the whole of it;
The touch of lips and wavy hair
Pleases me more than scholar's wit.
You give me love; I teach you lore ;
To each a gift, for each a joy;
And stronger, closer than before
Is knit the bond 'twixt man and boy.
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